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Abstract
There are 2 important shelf-lives of interest to nitrocellulose (NC) manufacturers and users: the time it will take under
known non-isothermal storage conditions for the NC to fail the Methyl Violet Paper or Bergmann Junk stability tests and
the time it will take for a NC to become a risk for storage or handling under similar thermal conditions. The paper
presented as an EASSP technical paper (European Association for the Study of Safety Problems in the Production and
Use of Propellants) reviews the behavior and characteristics of the self-heating chemicals in isothermal and nonisothermal mode and offer a simplified method to evaluate both shelf-lives. It provides a method to convert isothermal
data to non-isothermal data. It also provides a rapid method for evaluating the remaining shelf-lives to stability test failure
and to decomposition of NC samples in storage. The original EASSP paper included both NC and NG decomposition
data and reviewed decomposition at atmospheric conditions and under pressure.

1

Introduction

It is common, when working with nitrocellulose (NC), to use the NC decomposition temperature most often quoted in the
literature and in Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) which is about 185°C. This is quite insufficient and misleading. In
addition, most NC manufacturers and users have difficulty estimating the shelf-life of NC in storage under thermal
conditions prevailing in various locations worldwide. The present paper reviews basic concepts related to the thermal
decomposition of NC for the main purpose of providing a methodology that will enable NC manufacturers and users to
establish approximated shelf-life of NC in storage. It also proposes an empirical curve that enables the estimation of NC
shelf-life under isothermal conditions and provides ways of calculating the equivalent shelf-life under non-isothermal
conditions.
The reader must be warned that proper safety margins must be applied to these estimates as storage conditions cannot
be known precisely and can be significantly heterogeneous, even if limited to one location. The approximations obtained
are really order of magnitude estimates rather than precise finite evaluations. They provides sense for the time frame
involved in NC decomposition in storage and may help in training plant personnel.
Definition of various concepts related to Self-Heating Chemical under isothermal conditions
The decomposition of NC under various isothermal conditions can be divided in 3 groups:
-Fast decomposition (high temperatures),
-Slow decomposition (low temperatures)
-Transition between fast and slow decompositions (mid-range temperatures)
Explosives are generally known as self-heating chemicals. Self-heating chemicals can be divided in 2 main groups: The
TD group and the AC group.
The Thermal Decomposition (TD) group
Chemicals from the Thermal Decomposition (TD) group will be characterized by a Critical Temperature (T c) above which
the exothermic decomposition provides enough heat for the temperature to increase in the center of the mass even under
isothermal conditions. At some point ignition will occur. For these chemicals, thermal decomposition is present at
temperatures below the Tc however it is not energetic enough to cause the mass to self-heat. Tc is affected by the size
and shape of the samples and for larger masses; lower Tc are expected. This is the case for coal dust, sawdust, oil rags
and others which are of the TD type. Tc is usually estimated using the Semenov and/or the Frank-Kamenetskii equations
with inputs from empirical testing. A period of slow increase in temperature called the TD induction period is usually
present. This induction period typically end at a point (the run-away point) when the rate of increase of temperature
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accelerate rapidly to the ignition point.
decomposition is self-sustaining.

The ignition temperature (Tign) is essentially the temperature at which the

Below that temperature; the decomposition may be stopped by lowering the

temperature. However, during a time period just prior to ignition which is identified as the run-away decomposition period;
the temperature may be increasing very quickly and it may be very difficult to reverse the process.
The following graphs summarize the TD type:

Figure 1

Figure 2

For TD type of material of a given mass and shape; below the Tc, the mass is not self-heating and decomposition is
according to Arrhenius relation; it is slow enough that there is no appreciable increase in temperature.

When the

isothermal temperature is at or above the Tc, an induction period is usually present. The induction periods gets shorter as
the isothermal set-point increases above Tc.
At very high isothermal set-points, the TD induction period may be so short as to essentially disappear and the
decomposition jumps directly to runaway condition and ignition. In that case, ignition is at the surface of the material and it
becomes essentially independent of size and shape.

The fast-event ignition threshold is an important point in the

decomposition curve.

Below the fast-event ignition threshold; Tc is dependent on the size or the shape of the sample and TD is dependent on
temperature, size and shape. The ignition is expected to occur from the center of the mass where temperature is the
highest. The run-away decomposition period is typically very short relative to the TD induction period and the run-away
temperature (T)RA is often taken to be the temperature of ignition (Tign) or somewhere in between.
The Autocatalitic (AC) group
Chemicals from the Autocatalytic (AC) group, when subjected to isothermal conditions, will quickly warm up to the
isothermal set-point and will not continue to self-heat significantly above that temperature like a TD chemical. However,
some decomposition of the chemical will slowly generate an autocatalyst at a rate following an Arrhenius equation
depending on thermal history and thermal conditions. The concentration in autocatalyst will gradually increase during the
AC induction time period. Above a certain threshold in autocatalyst concentration, the self-heating decomposition reaction
will start.

At this point, the material will behave like a TD chemical and may go through a TD induction period if

temperature is above Tc. The AC induction period is temperature specific and does not depend on the size or shape of
sample. However, the TD induction period is temperature specific and depends on the size and shape of sample as
stated previously. NC and NG are members of that group.
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Figure 3

One important characteristic is the Time to Self Accelerating Decomposition or TSAD. The TSAD is specific to a given
isothermal set-point; there is therefore as many TSAD as there are possible isothermal set-point for NC samples. A soon
as NC has completed its stabilization process in an NC plant, its start degrading. However when NC samples are stored
at temperatures below 30°C, the effect of aging is negligible (typically the AC induction time for NC is greater than 10
years). It is also possible to quantify the quality of the stabilization and also find the equivalent isothermal age of NC
samples by evaluating the TSAD under given isothermal condition.

For a standard arbitrary TSAD of 7 days or 10080 minutes; the related temperature is identified in most publications as the
SADT or Self Accelerating Decomposition Temperature. This specific SADT in this paper is termed the Standard SADT.
The Standard SADT determination is usually established by an isothermal storage test. The Standard SADT is useful to
give a relative rating of the sensitivity of various explosives to aging in storage. The following abbreviations for the
present paper have been adopted:
For isothermal conditions:
-SADT@T°C is the Self-Accelerating Decomposition Temperature at a given temperature T°C for under isothermal
conditions.
-TSAD@T°C is the Time to Self-Accelerating Decomposition Temperature at a given temperature T°C for under
isothermal conditions and is directly associated to the SADT@T°C.
For non-isothermal conditions:
-TSADnon-isothermal and SADTnon-isothermal must be provided with the actual non-isothermal conditions they are
related to.
The TSAD is important because prior to it; the decomposition is theoretically independent of the sample size and shape
and the AC induction time is basically driven only by the concentration in autocatalyst and the isothermal condition.
Note: This previous statement is not entirely accurate since the time to equilibrate to the isothermal conditions is obviously
affected by the shape and size of samples and also the detection of the beginning of the self-heating phase may be more
precisely ascertained for larger samples which may produce larger signal for detection. However, these variables may be
made insignificant for longer AC induction period. A minimum amount of material must be available to affect a thermal
increase by self-heating and therefore analytical procedures using more NC have a better ability to detect the transition
from the AC induction period to the DT induction period.
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For NC, the TSAD enable the quantification of the aging effect various temperatures under both isothermal and nonisothermal conditions.

When the auto catalyst concentration reaches a critical concentration; the self-heating phase begins if the constant
temperature is above the critical temperature. From that point on; the increase in temperature will be dependent on the
sample size and shape in addition to isothermal condition.

Figure 4

At very high isothermal set-points, the induction periods (AC and TD) may be so short that it, in effect, disappears and the
decomposition proceed directly to the runaway condition and to ignition. In that case, the ignition is at the surface of the
material and it becomes essentially independent of size and shape. The fast-event ignition threshold is an important point
in the decomposition curve.

Below the critical temperature (Tc) of the TD phase; the sample will be in a metastable state where the material is stable
as long as it is kept below the critical temperature.

If the sample is brought to a temperature above the critical

temperature; it will start self-heating at a rate dependent on the size, shape, isothermal set-point and concentration of
auto-catalyst. If the level of decomposition is very advanced above the critical concentration; self-heating may be fast
enough as to be essentially instantaneous.

Therefore, a sample of the AC type may be in various state of stability depending on its thermal history:
-Stable: samples which are still in the AC induction period
-Unstable: samples with no AC induction period left and in the TD induction period and kept at temperature
above the Tc
-Metastable: samples with no AC induction period left and in the TD induction period and kept at temperature
below the Tc
Metastable samples are in a precarious state of stability; a sudden change in temperature (bringing the temperature
above the Tc) may be sufficient for ignition with all the consequences that this may imply. It is important to quantitatively
know the state of decomposition of a sample in order to properly assess the risk of a situation when confronted by an
abnormal sample and select the safest mean of eliminating the threat.
2

Building the empirical decomposition curve for NC

Decomposition of NC: slow events
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The work by Takashi Kotoyori published in 2008 on “Critical temperature for the thermal explosion of chemicals” reviews
the basic concepts of TD and AC decomposition of chemicals and it provides some very valuable information about NC
decomposition under isothermal conditions. The time to self-accelerated decomposition of NC is provided for a range of 1
to 10 days. To this can be added the data presented by Turcotte and all which tested NC under isothermal conditions
using ARC in air covering a range of 5 hrs to 1 day. Both used about 0.5g samples confined in closed cell and under
isothermal condition for estimating the end of the autocatalytic phase and the beginning of the self-accelerated
decomposition phase: this is important as NC is typically stored in sealed drums or boxes. Decomposition of NC is
significantly affected by confinement especially in isothermal mode. Both set of data are presented in the following
Arrhenius type plot:
Figure 5

The values of Ea (unit kJ mol-1) and ln A (unit min-1) are obtained from the Arrhenius type plots for the data points from
Turcotte and all (Arrhenius1) and Tokoyori (Arrhenius2). The Activation Energy (Ea) is the slope divided by gas constant
(R) and the Pre-exponential Factor also called the Frequency Factor (ln A) is the y-intercept.
Decomposition of NC: fast events
The work done by A.S Shteinberg published in 2010 (translated from Russian) on fast reactions of energetic materials
provides precious data about the fast thermal decomposition of NC. The samples were dry pellets of NC with a density
near 1.5g/cc (nitrogen content of about 13.50%). The pellets were 12mm (blue circle in following graphs) and 18mm (red
circle in following graphs) in diameter and about 6 mm long. The initial NC temperature is about 23°C ±2.5°C:

Figure 6

Figure 7

Constructing the empirical TSAD curve for NC
The 3 groups of data from Tokoyori, Turcotte and all and Shteinberg are combined in the following graph. It is important
to remember that the set of data from Shteinberg on fast events ignition represent the actual time to ignition while the data
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from Kotoyori and Turcotte and represent the time to self-accelerated decomposition (TSAD). A sigmoidal Margin-Mercer
and Flourin (MMF) regression is fitted through the data as a reference. The MMF curve is asymptotic below about 60°C
and is not plotted further on.

Figure 8

The sections above 7 days and between 2 minutes and 4 hrs are still to be completed and further testing is underway.
For long term storage of NC; information below about 60 minutes is not important. The section above 60 minutes is of
interest and can be divided 2 two sub-sections: the testing range and the storage range. The testing range is between 60
minutes and 10 hrs. Both the Methy Violet Paper (MVP) stability heat test at 134.5°C and the Bergan-Junk stability heat
test at 132°C are in that range. The storage range is above 24 hrs and is usually measured in days, months or years.

Two Arrhenius equations can be used to estimate the TSAD (time to self-accelerated decomposition) at a given
isothermal set-point following the general relationship:
Eq 1

TSAD@T°C = EXP ( Ea / R * 1000 / (T°C + 273.15) – A )

For TSAD greater than about 14 hrs (or 840 minutes) or temperature lower than about 95°C, the Arrhenius1 equation is
used:
Eq 2

TSAD@T°C = EXP ( 137.0 / 8.31441 * 1000 / (T°C + 273.15) - 38.0 )

Or

TSAD@T°C = EXP ( 16477 / (T°C + 273.15) - 38.0 )

For TSAD between 6 minutes and 14 hrs (or 840 minutes) or temperature between 95°C and 190°C, the Arrhenius2
equation is used:
Eq 3

TSAD@T°C = EXP ( 75.6 / 8.31441 * 1000 / (T°C + 273.15) - 17.9 )

Or

TSAD@T°C = EXP ( 9092.6 / (T°C +273.15) – 17.9 )
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In addition a sigmoidal model was used (Harris equation) to plot a curve through the data points along both Arrhenius
plots in the range of main interest. Using this relation; the time in minutes to the self-accelerated decomposition under
isothermal conditions or TSAD@T°C can be estimated between 10 minutes and 19 yrs and between 30°C and 170°C . This
curve cannot be used for temperatures below 30°C as it does not follow the Arrhenius1 relation in that region. In the
range from 30°C to 170°C; the model reproduces the data points within about ±2°C:
Eq 4

TSAD@T°C = (((1-(A*T°C))/(T°C*B))^(1/C))
Or conversely: T°C = (1/(A+(B*( TSAD@T°C ^C))))

Where:
T°C

=

Temperature °C

A

=

-0.00140492

B

=

0.00591459

C

=

0.09974258

Figure 9

Around 14 hrs (or 95°C); the empirical decomposition curve diverge from the Arrhenius1 decomposition curve and follows
the Arrhenius2 decomposition curve, which follow the Harris model. At temperature higher than 95°C, the decomposition
takes more time then what is predicted by the Arrhenius1 equation and follows the Arrhenius2 decomposition curve. It is
assumed that because there is enough energy to sponsor other reactions, the end of the autocatalysis phase is delayed.
Below about 6 minutes; temperature is getting near the actual ignition temperature of NC and the time it takes to achieve
ignition is mainly governed by the time it takes to heat-up the sample to ignition temperature. This would put the ignition
temperature somewhere between 200 and 220°C.

Thus the decomposition of NC under various isothermal conditions can be divided in 3 groups:
-Fast decomposition: events < 6 minute or at temperature above 190°C
-Slow decomposition: events > 14 hrs or at temperature below 95°C
-Mid-range decompositions: events between 6 minute and 14 hrs or at temperature between 95 and 190°C

The curve is strongly dependent on the quality of stabilization of the NC and sometimes there are significant variations
between lots and manufacturers of NC. The data is obtained from dry, high nitrogen NC. The typical variations for
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recently stabilized NC lots tested using MVP stability test typically extend on a range of about ±15% of the average which
is plotted on the following graph:

Figure 10

About the TD phase of the NC decomposition

The mid-range decomposition zone and slow decomposition zone is the TSAD (time to self-accelerated
decomposition) while the fast decomposition zone is the time to ignition. To make the graph complete; the
time to ignition curve should be added. At this time: data to produce this red curve is not available and no
computation has been done. This curve is affected by the size and shape of the samples and would be
estimated using the Frank-Kamenetskii equations with inputs from empirical testing. The distance between
the blue and red curves would be equivalent to the TD induction period. As expected it should be shorter at
higher temperature. At lower temperatures, the curve become asymptotic and the TD induction times
increase to infinity: this would be the TD Critical Temperature (Tc) of the curve. Below that value; NC would
be in a metastable state.
Figure 11
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This aspect of the decomposition will not be address further by this paper. For safety purpose: the
conservative approach is to consider unsafe any NC in storage that gets close to the end of the AC induction
time period.

3

Using the stability test data to evaluate the various shelf-lives of NC

The main method of evaluation of stability is the Methyl Violet Paper test (MVP) and the Bergmann-Junk test (BJ). Both
tests detect the amount of NO2 produced during heating under isothermal condition. Above a definite quantity of NO2, the
test will fail and the material will be deemed not sufficiently stable to be used in most applications. However, it does not
make any statement about how safe a material is and how long can it can be kept in storage until remediation measures
for restabilization or disposition are available.
A specific concentration of NO2 will define the end-point of the MVP and BJ stability tests. The concentration in NO2 is not
exactly the same for both tests which are done at two different isothermal temperatures.

Table 1: Basic test conditions for MVP and BJ stability heat test

Test

Isothermal
Temperature

Weight (g)

Time to end-point
(minutes)

Estimated TSAD
at test
temperature

MVP

134.5°C

2.5

Typically 35

82.5 minutes

BJ

132°C

2.0

Fix 120

94.7 minutes

The MVP test will be completed early in the AC induction period while the BJ test will consume all of the AC induction
period and some of the TD induction period. This paper will focus on MVP stability heat test to evaluate the 2 shelf-lives of
NC: the time to stability test failure and the time it will take for NC to become a safety hazard in storage.

Note: In term of safety, the MVP stability heat test is more forgiving then the BJ stability test when testing low stability NC
samples. The MVP stability heat test safety factor is about 2X since it last at most about 35-40 minutes and the TSAD at
134.5°C is about 82.5 minutes or twice the time of the test.

The MVP heat test is completed before reaching the SAD

(self-accelerated decomposition). The BJ test requires sample to be heated beyond the expected SAD point into the TD
induction phase where more NO2 is produced. When testing NC samples of unknown stability, or suspected of being
degraded: the MVP test as a definite advantage over the BJ test. On the other hand, it should also be remembered that in
the BJ test a significant amount of NO2 is extracted by the trapping solution; reducing the content in NO2 in the test tube
and affecting the AC induction phase by somewhat prolonging it. It is unknown at this time by how much.

The amount of degradation when testing NC using the MVP stability can be appreciated by monitoring the % weight lost
over time. Several samples of Grade B (nitrogen content about 13.55%) were tested at 134.5°C and the results obtained
summarized in the following graph:
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Figure 12

The degradation is significant in term of weight lost. The transition between the AC phase and TD phase is expected to
occur after a degradation of about 3.5-4.5% of the mass of NC.

For a MVP test to be successful; the weight loss at the end of the test should be below about 0.8% (note: precision
weighing is now rapid, low-cost and traceable to national standards, therefore it provides another way of verifying NC
stability).

This represents a very large quantity of gaseous NO2. This can be seen in the following pictures taken using freshly
stabilized Grade B NC with nitrogen content near 13.55% and previously tested at 35±1 minutes using MVP test. The AC
induction period at 134.5°C is expected to end after about 83 minutes:

Figure 13

In consequence, NC in storage can easily be evaluated by the presence of NO2 fumes in the headspace above the NC in
the drums. NC is usually stored in drums or boxes using clear plastic bags to preserve the NC’s water content. The
absence of red gaseous NO2 in the headspace is a visible indication that the NC is still early in the AC induction phase
(less than about 30% of the AC induction period).
Using the MVP test to evaluate the shelf-lives of NC
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Based on the TSAD empirical curve, the TSAD (time to self-accelerated decomposition) for a properly stabilized NC
sample kept in isothermal condition at 134.5°C is about 82.5 minutes (TSAD@134.5°C = 82.5 minutes). The Methyl Violet
Paper stability test (MVP test) is done at 134.5°C and the typical variations in stability of NC samples is between 25
minutes and 45 minutes with an average of about 35 minutes ( tMVP ref = 35 minutes) for most freshly stabilized samples of
NC grade B (near 13.50% nitrogen) and NC grade C1 (near 13.15% nitrogen and composed of about 66% of NC Grade B
at about 13.45% nitrogen).
Figure 14

Thus for the MVP stability heat test:
The test is performed on 2.5 g of NC according to the standard procedure and heat testing conditions are maintained until
the test paper reaches its salmon-pink end-point. According to Mil-DTL-244C; the minimum time required for a NC sample
to pass the MVP test is 25 minutes at which time, some coloration must be left on the indicator paper and the test in then
recorded at 30 minutes. When monitoring NC in storage at GD-Valleyfield; the test tube is inspected about every 5-10
minutes from the beginning of the test (for safety reason) and the indicator paper is inspected every 2 minutes from the 25
minutes mark. The time it takes for the test paper to reaches its end-point (point of last discoloration) is reported with a
precision of ±2 minutes. The time to test paper end-point is noted (tMVP).
Thus:
tMVP

= Time to indicator paper end-point of a sample of NC under investigation

TSAD@134.5°C

= TSAD of fresh NC -about 82.5 minutes

tMVP ref

= Average time to indicator paper end-point for a fresh NC sample -35 minutes

TSAD@T°C

= TSAD of fresh NC at any selected Temperature (T°C) in minutes

The estimated time spent in storage relative to the total AC induction period is obtained from isothermal testing at 134.5°C
and is expressed as %tin storage@134.5°C:
Eq 5

%tin storage@134.5°C

=

( tMVP ref - tMVP ) X 100 / TSAD@134.5°C

=

( 35 minutes - tMVP ) X 100 / 82.5 minutes

The estimated time spent in storage at other isothermal storage Temperature (T°C):
Eq 6
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The estimated remaining storage time before self-accelerated decomposition (tremaining

storage@T°C)

at other isothermal

storage Temperature (T°C):
Eq 7

tremaining storage@T°C

=

( 100 - %tin storage@134.5°C ) / 100 X TSAD@T°C

For example:
-A NC sample with a MVP test at 26 minutes (tMVP = 26) has spent in storage 10.9% of the total AC induction (% tin
storage@134.5°C

= 10.9%). This means that about 11% of the time necessary to start the self-heating decomposition has been

depleted. Calculation: % tin storage@134.5°C = ( tMVP ref - tMVP ) X 100 / TSAD@134.5°C = ( 35 – 26 ) x 100 / 82.5 = 10.9%.
For example:
-In storage under isothermal condition at 33°C; a freshly made sample of NC with a MVP result of about 35 minutes
(TSAD@134.5°C = 35) has a TSAD of about 19.0 years (TSAD@33°C = 19.0yrs). A NC sample with a MVP test at 26 minutes
(TSAD@134.5°C = 26) is expected to have its TSAD reduced to about 17.0 yrs (tremaining storage@33°C = 16.9yrs) or a reduction in
storage time of about 2.1yr.

For example:
-In storage under isothermal condition at 46°C; a freshly made sample of NC with a MVP result of about 35 minutes
(TSAD@134.5°C = 35) has a TSAD of about 23 months (TSAD@46°C = 23months). A NC sample with a MVP test at 26
minutes (TSAD@134.5°C = 26) has spent in storage 10.9% of the total AC induction (% tin storage@134.5°C = 10.9%) is expected to
have its TSAD reduced to about 20.5 months (tremaining storage@46°C = 20.5 months) or a reduction in storage time of about 2.5
months.

For example:
-In storage under isothermal condition at 60°C; a freshly made sample of NC with a MVP result of about 35 minutes
(TSAD@134.5°C = 35) has a TSAD of about 6 weeks (TSAD@60°C = 6 weeks). A NC sample with a MVP test at 26 minutes
(TSAD@134.5°C = 26) and a lost in stability of 10.9% (%tin storage@134.5°C = 10.9%) is expected to have its TSAD reduced to
about 5.3 weeks (tremaining storage@60°C = 5.3 weeks) or a reduction in time of about 0.7 week.
If the time to the test paper end-point (tMVP) is greater than 35 minutes than: The %tin storage@134.5°C and tin storage@T°C will be
negative meaning the NC has extra storage time and the tremaining storage@T°C will be greater than the TSAD@T°C because of
the extra storage time.
4

Dealing with non-isothermal testing or storage conditions:

Temperature ramps are often encountered in NC thermal test and increases the complexity of data analysis. It is possible
to estimate the effect of non-isothermal testing on TSADnonisothermal and SADTnonisothermal for NC. Knowing the isothermal
empirical decomposition curve for NC allows dealing with the non-isothermal conditions through numerical analysis by
assuming a quasi-static process.

The non-isothermal event can be subdivided in equal portion of time each with a given temperature. For each time
interval of a given temperature T°C, the TSAD@T°C is calculated using one of the empirical equations. Then the %
contribution to decomposition is calculated by dividing the time interval by the TSAD@T°C. All the % contribution are added
and when the total is equal to 100%, the TSADnon-isothermal (time to self-accelerated decomposition non-isothermal) is
obtained and SADTnon-isothermal (self-accelerated decomposition temperature non-isothermal). Both are specific to the
thermal conditions followed during the test.
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Example:
When will a NC sample start self-heating and at what temperature if it is exposed to a temperature ramp starting at 25°C
and increasing at a rate of 5.7°C per hour?

The TSADnon-isothermal and SADTnon-isothermal need be estimated.
Summary of calculations for the following worksheet:
-a linear increase in temperature of 5.7°C/hr or 0.095°C/min
- a starting temperature of 25°C
-the steps are arbitrarily set to 2979 sec (here adjusted to fit the table provided below and to get one of the
summations of decomposition contribution as close as possible to 100.0%, however usually the time interval is
reduced until convergence is obtained)
-since the temperature is expected to cover a range between 25°C and more than 100°C, the combined
sigmoidal model (Harris equation) is selected (Eq 4):
TSAD@T°C = (((1-(-0.00140492*T°C))/(T°C*0.00591459))^(1/0.09974258))
-the %contribution to decomposition is calculated for each step:
% contribution to decomposition = TSAD@T°C x 100 / Step/min
-the summation of actual and previous %contribution is calculated for each step
-The TSADnon-isothermal and SADTnon-isothermal is obtained when the summation reach 100%
Worksheet describing the calculation:

Figure 15

Here the summation of decomposition contribution reaches 100% when TSADnon-isothermal = 16.6 hrs and SADTnon-isothermal =
119.4°C.

Other example:
When will a NC sample start self-heating and at what temperature if it is exposed to a temperature ramp starting at 25°C
and increasing at a rate of 17.0°C per hour?
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Here the summation of decomposition contribution reach 99.9% when TSADnon-isothermal = 6.4 hrs and SADTnon-isothermal =
133.6°C.

Using this or similar approaches; decomposition temperature and time to self-accelerated decomposition for nonisothermal conditions can be estimated.
The average reduction in storage time per year (expressed as % of TSAD) for a given facility

Most NC storage facilities do not store under isothermal conditions. It is possible to evaluate the average reduction in
storage time per year (expressed as % of TSAD) for a given facility. For this, the temperature variation, ideally for every
hour, for a period of 1 year minimum is required. As it will be demonstrated, every hour spent above 30°C is important
and the temperature base on an average does not convey all the effect. The temperature average for Montreal, Canada
for 2011 is about 7.8°C and the average for the last 20 years is about 6.2°C. The temperatures are taken in a wellventilated area and in the shade.

Typically for Montreal; the temperature is below 20°C for about 80% of the year and only about 0.4% of the year is above
30°C. Consequently, the average reduction in storage time per year is expected to be low. On the other hand, in an
enclosed storage magazine in GD-Valleyfield, the temperature is typically about 5-7°C higher than the normally recorded
temperature. Accordingly, the average reduction in storage time per year is expected to be somewhat higher.
The following graphs summarize the temperature variation (in the shade) in Montreal for 2011 (total 8760hrs) and the
cumulative distribution of hours for one year both normal temperature (in blue) and in storage magazine (in red):

Figure 16

Figure 17

The increase by 7°C in temperature in the magazines in GD-Valleyfield cause a shifting to the right of the temperature
curve and now 10% of the time per year is above 30°C instead of the previous 0.4%.
This substantial change in temperature is expected to affect considerably the NC rate of degradation.

To calculate the TSAD@T°C; the Arrhenius1 equation (Eq 2) is preferred as the temperature variations are lower than 95°C
and are expected to go below 20°C:
TSAD@T°C = EXP ( 16477 / (T°C + 273.15) - 38.0 )
For every temperature data point; the contribution to the average reduction in storage time per year (expressed as % of
TSAD) for a given facility is calculated. All the contributions are added to produce the average reduction in storage time
per year (expressed as % of TSAD) for a facility near Montreal or location where the temperature variations are similar to
Montreal.
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Figure 18

Figure 19

The average reduction in storage time per year (expressed as % of TSAD) is about 0.4% of the TSAD for a storage facility
near Montreal in the shade and well-ventilated area. In an enclosed storage magazine in Valleyfield, the temperature is
typically about 7°C higher than the normally recorded temperature and increases the average reduction in storage time
per year to about 1.4% of the TSAD. As expected the summer months (between 4000 and 6000 hrs) contribute the most.
Estimating the time to failure of MVP test and time to self-accelerated decomposition in storage
Since the total TSAD is 100%, than 100% / 1.4% = about 71 years of storage time before reaching the end of the AC
induction period and for NC to start self-accelerated decomposition. A fresh NC with a MVP near 35 minutes will have a
maximum storage time of about 11% of the total TSAD; so 11% / 1.4% = about 7.8 years of storage before failure of the
MVP test. This value is substantiated by the typical storage time before failure of the MVP in GD-Valleyfield (about 7 to 9
yrs).

Example:
-What is the estimated time to MVP stability test failure for a NC sample with a MVP test result of 32 minutes?
A NC sample with a MVP test at 32 minutes (tMVP = 32) exhibit a loss in stability of 3.6% (% tin storage@134.5°C = 3.6%) or
% tin storage@134.5°C = ( tMVP ref - tMVP ) X 100 / TSAD@134.5°C = ( 35 – 32 ) x 100 / 82.5 = 3.6%.
The failure of the MVP (end-point shorter than 26 minutes) occurs at 11% of the TSAD. The average reduction in %TSAD
per year in typical storage conditions near Montreal is about 1.4% per year. Thus (11%-3.6%) / 1.4% per yr = about 5.3
years before failing the MVP stability test.

-How old is the sample?
Assuming an original MVP of 35 minutes: the % tin storage@134.5°C is about 3.6% and the average reduction in %TSAD per
year is 1.4%, then 3.6% / 1.4% = about 2.6 yrs old (note: if the actual original MVP result is known for the sample, a more
precise evaluation can be done).

-What is the estimated time to self-accelerated decomposition (end of AC phase) for that sample?
The average reduction in %TSAD per year in typical storage conditions near Montreal is about 1.4%/per year. Thus
(100% - 3.6%) / 1.4% per yr = about 69 years before starting the self-accelerated decomposition phase.

A closer look at the contribution of various temperatures to the average reduction in storage time per year (expressed as
% of TSAD) for NC stored in Valleyfield; the time spent at temperatures below 23°C account for less than about 10% of
the average reduction per year of storage time although it represent more than 65% of the annual hours. While the
temperatures above 30°C account for more than 50% of the average reduction per year of storage time although this
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represent less than 10% of the annual hours. Therefore any increases in temperatures above 20°C are meaningful and
above 30°C are important.
Estimating shelf-lives in storage in other locations

Obviously, Montreal has a rather low yearly average temperature. Other locations with higher yearly average temperature
will have to adjust the storage requirements accordingly. These higher storage temperatures will considerably affect the
storage limit for NC. The average reduction in storage time per year (expressed as % of TSAD) for NC can be estimated
from specific annual temperature data for a given area or location.

Based on the typical variations relative to the yearly average temperature, the following graph provides a rough estimate
of the average reduction in storage time per year (expressed as % of TSAD). To the yearly average temperature for a
given area should be added the temperature increase due to storage conditions at the facility.

Typical yearly average temperature for different locations are available in the following table and approximated average
reduction is storage time (expressed as % of TSAD) for NC (high nitrogen content) relative to the yearly average
temperature can be obtained from the following graph:

Table 2

Figure 20

In the previous graph, above a yearly average temperature of about 30-35°C; the average reduction in storage time come
to be so large that decomposition is not multi-years anymore: decomposition may occur in 1 or 2 summer seasons.
Storage under those temperature conditions is extremely difficult and implies extra safety concerns.
It is possible to estimate typical shelf-life to MVP test failure (assuming a certain starting MVP result) and the shelf-life
marked by the ending of the AC induction period and the beginning of the self-accelerated temperature increase. From
the AC self-life can be estimated a safety shelf-life for storage of NC by setting a safety margin based on local practice
and standards. The following tabulates these approximations:
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Table 3

Obviously, this is a rule of thumb and wide safety margins are recommended when using such a general approach. It is
recommended to verify and establish safety guidelines after careful evaluation, proper temperature measurements and
applying large safety margins. It must always be remembered that drums can be lost or forgotten. NC in storage is
subject to very diverse storage conditions (near a wall with sunlight –radiance, high variations in water content within a
drum in storage, …) and analysis is always performed on a small sample of the population.

This always assumes storage in the shade with no direct sunlight at any time on the drums. Exposition to direct sunlight
(through doors or windows) can significantly reduce the self-life of NC in storage.
Example:
Exposed to the sun during the summer at GD-Valleyfield, a drum surface temperature will easily reach a temperature of
about 65-70°C. Typically, direct contact of the drum surface with the skin will produce severe burn in about 2-3 seconds.
In those conditions, the average reduction in %TSAD per hour (not year) is about 0.34%, therefore the NC in the drum will
fail the MVP stability test after about 30hrs of exposition; assuming a direct exposition of about 8 hrs per day: about 4
days. It will start the self-accelerated decomposition after about 300 hrs of direct exposition in the sun; assuming a direct
exposition of about 8 hrs per day: the drum will start it TD phase in about 37 days or about 1 month.

In GD-Valleyfield all NC lots are added to the stability surveillance program after 2 years of manufacturing (tested every
year from that moment). All lots are tested just before use and no NC is stored for more than 10 years. Most NC will
failed MVP test after about 7 to 9 years in storage except for lots with initial low MVP results (lower stabilization quality).

One other important point is NC facilities which manufacture and sell NC cannot follow the minimum requirement set by
the MIL-DTL-244C if the NC is to be transported and stored a certain period of time prior to utilization. A certain buffer
should exist in order to allow for a reasonable time period between lot certification and consumption especially if the user
is located in an area with a high yearly average temperature. Typically, appropriately stabilized NC coming out of a NC
facility should have a MVP test result near about 35 minutes in order to provide the user time to receive and process the
NC. Facilities where the NC plant is directly attached to the propellant facility do not necessarily need such a large buffer.
5

Conclusions

The methodology presented here should be taken as a rule of thumb. Since the empirical curve is exponential and covers
more than 9 orders of magnitude, the precision is low and large safety margin should be applied. More data point are
required to better detailed the empirical curve and the effect of moisture content, and pressure should be investigated.
It is important to take into consideration the historical evidences from existing facilities in order to confirm that the
estimates and possible guidelines are based on solid ground.
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It is clear that the exact description and calculation of a specific case of thermal aging of NC in storage is to all intents and
purposes very difficult since those are exceedingly intricate events. However, it is possible to generate some numerical
data that will permit a semi-quantitative evaluation of the relative safety and produce the basic information necessary for
the proper establishment of the basis of safety. The results obtain from these simulations are crude estimate of what can
actually happened in storage over long period of time. The results obtain from this work are useful only in that they may
help better understand the various aspect of NC in storage and analysis of data from stability testing.
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